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Clouds
 
Clouds are white.
Clouds are grey.
They make faces that makes me laugh. HAHAHA
They’re forced to different shapes like Circles and Triangles.
Clouds can go anywhere at anytime.
But not like any other kind.
Clouds are like washing machines. WISH WASH WISH WASH!
They move around in the beautiful blue sky.
Clouds are made of water.
When the water gets heavy,
The clouds makes rain.
Some clouds are huge and some clouds are small.
Clouds sometimes make me hungry when I’m starving.
They make Candy Floss. YUM!
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If Children Ruled The World
 
If Children Ruled The World,
Parents, Adults and Teachers will go to bed at 8: 00
and wake up at 7: 00 to dress up for school.
At school children will treat them like nothing,
and Parents, Adults and Teachers will have nothing to do or say.
In the morning at school, they would have to line up like chrildrens used to do
like every single mornings.
 
If Children Ruled The World,
Lollies will be for everyone even adults and parents.
Parents and Adults will have such awful rotten teeth just like all children used to
have in their teeths.
Every mornings right after adults brushes their teeths or hairs, the children
would have to check if their hairs and teeths are alright.
In School Trips children goes for free but the adults has to always pay.
 
If Children Ruled The World,
the world wou; d be treated badly.
The children would be rich and adults would be poor and always ask for children
for some money.
There will be no clean water,
No food for the adults to eat except lollies.
 
If Children Ruled The World,
WE'LL ALL BE IN A JAM!
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Ii L0ve Y0u
 
I love you
you don't understand
how I feel, well
lemme tell you.
 
I will do anything
in this world for you
I just can't let you go.
 
You are the most important
person in my life next
to my flesh.
 
On and off for 5 years
is a long time.....
to love someone so much.
 
I love you with all my
heart, nothing can
change that.
 
Me and You are meant
to be. You are the best
 
You make me feel as
if I need you to live.
 
I need you in my life
my life. I am addicted to
you like a drug.
 
This love here
is unconditional it will
never end.
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L0ve
 
Love is not passion
Love is not pride
Love is journeying side by side
Not of the breezes
Nor of the gale.
Love is a steady set of the sail.
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